The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is the corner stone of Java technology, and its e ciency in executing the portable Java bytecodes is crucial for the success of this technology. Interpretation, Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation, and hardware realization are well known solutions for a JVM, and previous research has proposed optimizations for each of these techniques. However, each technique has its pros and cons and may not be uniformly attractive for all hardware platforms. Instead, an understanding of the architectural implications of JVM implementations with real applications, can be crucial to the development of enabling technologies for e cient Java runtime system development on a wide range of platforms. Towards this goal, this paper examines architectural issues, from both the hardware and JVM implementation perspectives. The paper starts by identifying the important execution characteristics of Java applications from a bytecode perspective. It then explores the potential of a smart JIT compiler strategy that can dynamically interpret or compile based on associated costs, and investigates the CPU and cache architectural support that would bene t JVM implementations. We also study the available parallelism during the di erent execution modes using applications from the SPECjvm98 benchmarks.
Introduction
The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 1] is the corner stone of Java technology epitomizing the \write-once run-anywhere" promise. It is expected that this enabling technology will make it a lot easier to develop portable software and standardized interfaces that span a spectrum of hardware platforms. The envisioned underlying platforms for this technology include powerful (resource-rich) servers, network-based and personal computers, together with resource-constrained environments such as hand-held devices, specialized hardware/embedded systems, and even household appliances. If this technology is to succeed, it is important that the JVM provides an e cient execution/runtime environment across these diverse hardware platforms. This paper examines di erent architectural issues, from both the hardware and JVM implementation perspectives, towards this goal.
Applications in Java are compiled into the byte code format to execute in the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The core of the JVM implementation is the execution engine that executes the byte codes. This can beimplemented in four di erent ways:
1. An interpreter is a software emulation of the virtual machine. It uses a loop which fetches, decodes and executes the byte codes until the program ends. Due to the software emulation the Java i n terpreter has an additional overhead and executs more instructions than just the bytecodes.
2. A Just-in-time (JIT) compiler is an execution model which tries to speed up the execution of interpreted programs. It compiles a Java method into native instructions on the y and caches the native sequence. On future references to the same method, the cached native method can beexecuted directly without the need for interpretation. JIT compilers have been released by many v endors like IBM 2], Symantec 3] and Microsoft. Compiling during program execution, however, inhibits aggressive optimizations because compilation must only incur a small overhead. Another disadvantage of JIT compilers is the two to three times increase in the object code, which becomes critical in memory constrained embedded systems. There are many ongoing projects in developing JIT compilers that aim to achieve C++ like performance, such as CACAO 4].
3. O -line bytecode compilers can be classi ed into two t ypes: those that generate native c o d e and those that generate an intermediate language like C. Harissa 5] , TowerJ 6] and Toba 7] are compilers that generate C code from byte codes. The choice of C as the target language permits the reuse of extensive compilation technology available in di erent platforms to generate the native code. In bytecode compilers that generate native code directly like N E T 8] and Marmot 9] , portability becomes extremely di cult. In general, only applications that operate in a homogeneous environment and those that undergo infrequent changes bene t from this type of execution.
4.
A Java processor is an execution model that implements the JVM directly on silicon. It not only avoids the overhead of translation of the byte codes to another processor's native language, but also provides support for Java runtime features. It can be optimized to deliver much better performance than a general purpose processor for Java applications by p r o viding special support for stack processing, multi-threading, garbage collection, object addressing and symbolic resolution. Java processors can be cost-e ective to design and deploy in a wide range of embedded applications such as telephony and web tops. The picoJava 10] processor from Sun Microsystems is an example of a Java processor.
It is our belief that no one technique will be universally preferred/accepted over all platforms in the immediate future. Many previous studies 11, 12, 13, 10, 14] have focussed on enhancing each of the bytecode execution techniques. On the other hand, a three-pronged attack at optimizing the runtime system of all techniques would be even more valuable. Many of the proposals for improvements with one technique may be applicable to the others as well. For instance, an improvement in the synchronization mechanism could beuseful for an interpreted or JIT mode of execution. Proposals to improve t h e locality behavior of Java execution could be useful in the design of Java processors as well as in the runtime environment on general purpose processors.
Finally, this three-pronged strategy can also help us design environments that e ciently and seamlessly combine the di erent techniques wherever possible.
A rst step towards this three-pronged approach is to gain an understanding of the execution characteristics of di erent Java runtime systems for real applications. Such a study can help us evaluate the pros and cons of the di erent r u n time systems (helping us selectively use what works best in a given environment), isolate architectural and runtime bottlenecks in the execution to identify the scope for potential improvement, and derive design enhancements that can improve performance in a given setting. This study embarks on this ambitious goal, speci cally trying to answer the following questions:
Do the characteristics seen at the bytecode level favor any particular runtime implementation? How can we use the characteristics identi ed at the bytecode level to implement more e cient runtime implementations?
Where does the time go in a JIT-based execution (i.e. in translation to native code, or in executing the translated code)? Can we use a hybrid JIT-interpreter technique that can do even better? If so, what is the best we can hope to save from such a h ybrid technique?
What are the execution characteristics when executing Java programs (using an interpreter or JIT compiler) on general-purpose CPU (such as the SPARC)? Are these di erent from those for traditional C/C++ programs? Based on such a study, can we suggest architectural support in the CPU (either general-purpose or a specialized Java processor) that can enhance Java executions?
To our knowledge, there has been no prior e ort that has extensively studied all these issues in a uni ed framework for Java programs. This paper sets out to answer some of the above questions using applications drawn from the SPECjvm98 15] 
Related Work
Studies characterizing Java workloads and performance analysis of Java applications are becoming increasingly important and relevant as Java increases in popularity, both as a language and software development platform. A detailed characterization of the JVM workload for the UltraSparc platform was done in 19] by Barisone et al. The study included a bytecode pro le of the SPECjvm98 benchmarks, characterizing the types of bytecodes present and its frequency distribution. In this paper, we start with such a study and extend it to characterize other metrics such as locality and method sizes as they impact the performance of the runtime environment very strongly. Barisone et al. use the pro le information collected from the interpreter and JIT execution modes as an input to a mathematical model of a RISC architecture, to suggest architectural support for Java workloads. Our study uses a detailed superscalar processor simulator, and also includes studies on available parallelism to understand the support required in current and future wide-issue processors. Romer et al. 20 ] studied the performance of interpreters and concluded that no special hardware support is needed for increased performance. Hsieh et al. 21 ] studied the cache and branch performance of interpreted Java code, C/C++ version of the Java code and native code generated by Ca ne (a bytecode to native code compiler) 22]. They attribute the ine cient use of the microarchitectural resources by the interpreter as a signi cant performance penalty, and suggest that an o ine bytecode to native code translator is a more e cient Java execution model. Our work di ers from these studies in two important ways. First, we include a JIT compiler in this study which is the most commonly used execution model presently. Secondly, the benchmarks used in our study are large real world applications, while the above mentioned study uses microbenchmarks due to the unavailability o f a J a va benchmark suite at the time of their study. We see that the characteristics of the application used a ects favor di erent execution modes, and therefore the choice of benchmarks used is important.
Other studies have explored possibilities of improving performance of the Java runtime system by understanding the bottlenecks in the runtime environment a n d w ays to eliminate them. Some of these studies try to improve the performance through better synchronization mechanisms 23, 24, 25] , more e cient garbage collection techniques 26], and understanding the memory referencing behavior of Java applications 27] etc. Improving the runtime system, tuning the architecture to better execute Java workloads and better compiler/interpreter performance are all equally important t o a c hieve e cient performance for Java applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section gives details on the experimental platform. In Section 3 the bytecode characteristics of the SPECjvm98 are presented. Section 4 examines the relative performance of JIT and interpreter modes, and explores the bene ts of a hybrid strategy. Section 5 investigates some of the questions raised earlier with respect to the CPU and cache architectures. Section 6 collates the implications and inferences that can be drawn from this study. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the contributions of this work and outlines directions for future research.
Experimental platform
We use the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite to study the architectural implications of a Java r u n time environment. The SPECjvm98 benchmark suite consists of 7 Java programs which represent di erent classes of Java applications. The benchmark programs can berun using three di erent inputs, which are named as s100, s10 and s1. These problem sizes do not scale linearly, as the naming suggests. We use the s1 input set to present the results in this paper and the e ects of larger data sets, s10 and s100 has also been investigated. The increased method reuse with larger data sets results in increased code locality, reduced time spent in compilation as compared to execution, and other such issues as can beexpected. The benchmarks are run at the command line prompt, and do not include graphics, AWT (graphical interfaces) or networking. A description of the benchmarks is given in Table 1 . All benchmarks except mtrt are single-threaded. Java is used to build applications that span a wide range, which includes applets at the lower end to server side applications on the high end. The observations cited in this paper hold for those subset of applications which are similar to the SPECjvm98 benchmarks when run with the dataset used in Table 2 : Classi cation of Bytecodes instruction mix of the JVM, which is a stack-oriented architecture. To simplify the discussion, we classify the instructions into di erent types based on their inherent functionality a s shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows the resulting instruction mix for the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite. The total bytecode count ranges from 2 million for db to approximately a billion for compress. Most of the benchmarks show similar distributions for the di erent instruction types. Load instructions outnumber the rest, accounting for 35.5% of the total number of bytecodes executed on the average. Constant pool and method call bytecodes come next with average frequencies of 21% and 11% respectively. From an architectural point of view, this implies that transferring data elements to and from the memory space allocated for local variables and the Java stack dominate. Comparing this with the benchmark 126.gcc from the SPEC CPU95 suite that has roughly 25% of memory access operations when run on a SPARC V.9 architecture, it can be seen that the JVM places greater stress on the memory system. Consequently, we expect that techniques such as instruction folding proposed in 28] for Java processors and instruction combining proposed in 29] for JIT compilers can improve the overall performance of Java applications. The second characteristic we examine is the dynamic size of a method 1 . Invoking methods in Java is expensive, as it requires the setting up of an execution environment and a new stack for each new method 1]. Figure 1 shows the method sizes for the di erent benchmarks. A trinodal distribution is observed, where most of the methods are either 1, 9 or 26 bytecodes long. This seems to be a characteristic of the runtime environment itself (and not of any particular application), and can beattributed to a frequently used library. However, the existence of single bytecode methods indicate the presence of wrapper methods to implement speci c features of the Java language like private and protected methods or interfaces. These methods consist of a control transfer instruction which transfers control to an appropriate routine.
Further analysis of the traces show that a few unique bytecodes constitute the bulk of the dynamic bytecode stream. In most benchmarks, fewer than 45 distinct bytecodes constitute 90% of the executed bytecodes and fewer than 33 bytecodes constitute 80% of the executed bytecodes ( Table 5 : Total numberofmethod calls (dynamic) and unique methods for the three data sets the bytecode stream of all the benchmarks. This also suggests that if the instruction cache can hold the JVM interpreter code corresponding to these bytecodes (i.e. all the cases of the switch statement in the interpreter loop), the cache performance will be better. Table 5 presents the numberof unique methods, and the frequency of calls to those methods. The numberof methods and the dynamic calls are obtained at runtime by dynamically pro ling the application. Hence only methods that execute at least once have been counted. Table 6 : Method Reuse Factor for the di erent data sets for the bigger data sets (due to increased method calls). The number of unique calls has an impact on the number of indirect call sites present in the application. Looking at the three data sets, we see that there is very little di erence in the numberof methods across data sets. Another bytecode characteristic we look at is the method reuse factor for the di erent data sets. The method reuse factor can bede ned as the ratio of method calls to number of methods visited at least once. It indicates the locality of methods. The method reuse factor is presented in Table 6 . The performance bene tsthat can beobtained from using a JIT compiler is directly proportional to the method reuse factor, since the cost of compilation is amortized over multiple calls in JIT execution.
The higher number of method calls indicate that the method reuse in the benchmarks for larger data sets would besubstantially more. This would then lead to better performance for the JITs (as observed in the next section). In Section 5 we show that the instruction count when the benchmarks are executed using a JIT compiler is much lower than when using an interpreter for the s100 data set. Since there is higher method reuse in all benchmarks for the larger data sets, using a JIT results in better performance over an interpreter. The bytecode characteristics described in this Section help in understanding some of the issues involved in the performance of the Java r u n time system (presented in the remaining part of the paper).
important for good performance. To our knowledge, there has not beenany previous study that has examined this issue in depth in the context of Java programs, though there have been previous studies 13, 31, 12, 4] examining e ciency of the translation procedure and the translated code. Most of the currently available execution environments, such as JDK 1.2 16] and Ka e 17] employ limited heuristics to decide on when (or whether) to JIT. They typically translate a method on its rst invocation, regardless of how long it takes to interpret/translate/execute the method and how many times the method is invoked. It is not clear if one could do better (with a smarter heuristic) than what many of these environments provide. We i n vestigate these issues in this section using ve SPECjvm98 15] Figure 2 shows the results for the di erent benchmarks. All execution times are normalized with respect to the execution time taken by the JIT mode on Ka e. On top of the JIT execution bar is given the ratio of the time taken by this mode to the time taken for interpreting the program using Ka e VM. As expected (from the method reuse characteristics for the various benchmarks), we nd that translating (JIT-ing) the invoked methods signi cantly outperforms interpreting the JVM bytecodes for the SPECjvm98. The rst bar, which corresponds to execution time using the default JIT, is further broken down into two components, the total time taken to translate/compile the invoked methods and the time taken to execute these translated (native code) methods. The considered workloads span the spectrum, from those in which the translation times dominate such as hello and db (because most of the methods are neither time consuming nor invoked numerous times), to those in which the native code execution dominates such as compress and jack (where the cost of translation is amortized over numerous invocations).
The JIT mode in Ka e compiles a method to native code on its rst invocation. We next investigate how well the smartest heuristic can do, so that we compile only those methods that are time consuming (the translation/compilation cost is outweighed by the execution time) and interpret the remaining methods. This can tell us whether we should strive to develop a more intelligent selective compilation heuristic at all, and if so, what is the performance bene t that we can expect. Let us say that a method i takes I i time to interpret, T i time to translate, and E i time to execute the translated code. Then, there exists a crossover point N i = T i =(I i ; E i ), where it would be better to translate the method if the number of times a method is invoked n i > N i , and interpret it otherwise. We assume that an oracle supplies n i (the numberof times a method is invoked) and N i (the ideal cut-o threshold for a method). If n i < N i , we interpret all invocations of the method, and otherwise translate it on the very rst invocation. The second bar in Figure 2 for each application shows the performance with this oracle, which we shall call opt. It can be observed that there is very little di erence between the naive heuristic used by Ka e and opt for compress and jack since most of the time is spent in the execution of the actual code anyway ( v ery little time in translation or interpretation). As the translation component gets larger (applications like db, javac or hello), the opt model suggests that some of the less timeconsuming (or less frequently invoked) methods be interpreted to lower the execution time. This results in a 10-15% savings in execution time for these applications. It is to be noted that the exact savings would de nitely depend on the e ciency of the translation routines, the translated code execution and interpretation.
The opt results give useful insights. Figure 2 shows that by improving the heuristic that is employed to decide on when/whether to JIT, one can at best hope to trim 10-15% in the execution Table 7 : Breakdown of execution time for the s10 dataset time. It must beobserved that the 10-15% gains observed can vary with the amount of method reuse and the degree of optimization that is used. For example, we observed that the translation time for the Ka e JVM accounts for a smaller portion of overall execution time with larger data sets (7.5% for s10 dataset (shown in Table 7 ) as opposed to the 32% for s1 dataset). Hence, reducing the translation overhead will be of lesser importance when execution time dominates translation time. However, as more aggressive optimizations are used the translation time can consume a signi cant portion of execution time for even larger datasets. For instance, the base con guration of the translator in IBM's Jalapeno VM 32] takes negligible translation time when using the s100 data set for javac. However, with more aggressive optimizations about 30% of overall execution time is consumed in translation to ensure that the resulting is code is executed much faster 32]. Thus, there exists a trade-o between reducing the amount of time spent in optimizing the code and the amount o f time spent in actually executing the optimized code.
For the s1 dataset we nd that a substantial amount of the execution time is spent in translation and/or executing the translated code, and there could bebetter rewards from optimizing these components. This serves as a motivation for the rest of this paper which examines how these components exercise the hardware features (the CPU and cache in particular) of the underlying machine, towards proposing architectural support for enhancing their performance.
While it is evident from the above discussion that most methods bene t from JIT compilation, resource constraints may force us to choose an interpreted JVM. Large memory space required by JIT compilers has been considered to be one of the issues limiting their usage in resource- Table 8 that the memory size required by the JIT compiler is 10-33% higher than that required for the interpreter. It is to benoted that there is a more pronounced increase for applications with smaller dynamic memory usage 27], such a s db. The memory overhead of JIT can thus be more signi cant in smaller (embedded) applications. Due to the di erent constraints imposed on JVM implementations, it is rather di cult to preclude one implementation style over the other. As a result, we include bothinterpreters and JIT compilers in our architectural studies, in the rest of this paper.
Architectural issues
Understanding the underlying characteristics of Java applications in their various modes of execution, and in comparison to code in other languages/paradigms is extremely important t o d e v elop an e cient run-time environment f o r J a va. In order to answer some of the questions raised earlier in Section 1 we h a ve conducted detailed studies on the instruction mix of SPECjvm98 programs in interpreter and JIT-compiled modes of execution. We also study the cache performance, branch predictor performance, and the instruction level parallelism of these programs, at the native SPARC code level. Table 9 shows the dynamic instruction count for the SPECjvm98 benchmarks when run using the s1 data sets. Table 9 shows the numberof bytecodes that were executed, as well the numberof native instructions executed when the benchmarks were interpreted or run using the JIT compiler. Figure 3 shows a summary of the results on the instruction mix, computed cumulatively over all the SPECjvm98 programs. The individual application mixes exhibit a similar trend, and the benchmarks bytecodes interpreter JIT  compress 954990234 10425544771 1385557173  jess  8126332 259702575 188581319  db  2035798  86844476 75959798  javac  5958654 199254389 167556898  mpeg 115748387 1314397268 264879641  mtrt 50683565 1531909956 942593921  jack 175740325 2668899901 986682716  Table 9 : Instruction count at the bytecode level, and for the interpreterd and JIT compiled execution modes . Execution in the Java paradigm, either using the interpreter or JIT compiler, results in 15% to 20% control transfer instructions and 25% to 40% memory access instructions 3 . Although memory accesses are observed to befrequent in the instruction stream in both modes, it is 5% more frequent in the interpreted mode in comparison to the JIT compiler. In interpreted mode, a large percentage of operations involve accessing the stack, which translate to loads and stores in the native code. Contrary to this, in the JIT compiler mode, many o f t h e s e stack operations are optimized to register operations, resulting in a reduction in the frequency of memory operations in the instruction mix. While this is to be expected, our experiments quantify the percentage reduction.
Instruction mix
Past studies have shown that Java applications (and object oriented programs in general) contain indirect branches with a higher frequency than SPECint programs 35, 36] . Figure 3 provides information on indirect branch frequency (i.e. Jumps) for the interpreted and JIT execution modes. Comparing the two execution modes, the interpreter mode has higher percentage of indirect jumps (primarily due to register indirect jumps used to implement the switch statement in the interpreter), while the code in the JIT compiler case has higher percentage of branches and calls. JIT compilers optimize virtual function calls by inlining those calls, thereby lowering the number of indirect jump instructions. A combination of a lower numberofswitch statements that are executed and inlining of the method calls, results in more predictable behavior of branches in the JIT mode, as illustrated in the next section. Table 10 : Branch misprediction rates for four predictors
Branch prediction
The predictability of branches in Java applications along with the suitability of traditional branch predictors, is examined in this section. Virtual function calls that are abundant in Java applications, and indirect jumps abundant in the interpreted mode of execution, can complicate the task of predicting the outcome of these control instructions. Table 10 illustrates the branch misprediction rates for four di erent branch prediction schemes including a simple 2-bit predictor 37], 1 level Branch History table (BHT) 37], Gshare 38] and a two-level predictor indexed by PC (described as GAp by Yeh and Patt 39] . The one level predictor and GShare predictor have 2K entries and the two level predictor has 256 rows of 8 counters each (3 bits of correlation).
The Gshare predictor uses 5 bits of global history. The Branch Target Bu er (BTB) contains 1K entries. The branch predictors get sophisticated as we go from left to right in Table 10 . The simple 2-bit predictor has been included only for validation and consistency checking. As expected from trends in previous research, among the predictors studied, Gshare or GAp has the best performance for the di erent programs. The major trend observed from our experiments is that the branch prediction accuracy in interpreter mode is signi cantly worse than that for the JIT compiler mode. This is a direct implication of the control transfer instruction mix in the interpreter and JIT compile modes. The interpreter mode results in a high frequency of indirect control transfers due to the switch statement for case by case interpretation. The accuracy of prediction for the Gshare scheme is only 65 to 87% in interpreter mode and 88 to 92% in the JIT compiler mode. Thus, it may be concluded that branch predictor performance for Java applications is signi cantly deteriorated by the indirect branches abundant in the interpreter mode, whereas execution with the JIT compiler results in performance comparable to that of traditional programs. To summarize, if Java applications are run using the JIT compiler, the default branch predictor would deliver reasonable performance, whereas if the interpreter mode is used, a predictor well-tailored for indirect branches (such as 36], 40]) should be used.
Locality and cache performance
In addition to examining the locality/cache behavior of Java executions in the following discussion, we also examine how the coexistence of the JVM and the application being executed a ects the locality behavior of the entire execution. We perform a detailed study of the cache behavior, looking at the entire execution in totality, as well as the translation and execution parts (of the JIT mode) in isolation. Table 11 illustrates the numberof references and misses for the L1 instruction and data cache in the interpreter and JIT compiled modes. Both instruction and data caches are of 64K bytes size and have a b l o c k s i z e o f 3 2 b ytes. The instruction cache is 2-way set associative and the data cache is 4-way set associative. Instruction cache performance in interpreted mode is extremely This table shows the number of references, misses and miss rate for the instruction and data cache. Despite the redundancy, n umber of misses and % misses are both provided to glean the increase in absolute number of misses in JIT compiler case compared to interpreter, despite the drastic reduction in total number of references. Cache size= 64K bytes, block size= 32 bytes, I-cache is 2-way and D-cache is 4-way set-associative. M -indicates million.
good with hit-rates higher than 99.9% in all benchmarks. The interpreter is a switch statement with approximately 220 cases for decoding each bytecode. The excellent instruction locality in interpreted mode stems from the fact that the entire switch statement or at least the most frequently used parts of it nicely t into state-of-the-art cache sizes. Prior research showed that that 15 unique bytecodes on the average, account for 60% to 85% of the dynamic bytecodes 33]. It was also observed that 22 to 48 distinct bytecodes constituted 90% of the dynamic bytecodes executed. These factors result i n a s m a l l w orking set for the interpreter. The instruction cache performance in JIT compiler mode is inferior to instruction cache performance in interpreter mode. Dynamically compiled code for consecutively called methods may not belocated in contiguous locations. Rather than bytecode locality, it is method locality, method footprint, and working set properties of the JIT compiler code that determine the instruction cache performance for the execution of code generated in the JIT mode. Compilers typically result in poor cache performance (as exempli ed by gcc in the SPEC suite 34]) and compilation process is a major component of the JIT mode. For applications like db, jess and javac which spend a signi cant amount of time in the translation part (Figure 2) , the I-cache misses are more dominant.
The data cache performance of Java applications is worse than its instruction cache performance, as is the case for normal C/C++ programs. However, data locality in the interpreted mode is better than the locality in the case of the JIT compiler. In the interpreter mode, each time a method is executed, the bytecodes are accessed from the data cache and decoded by the interpreter. The intended code is thus treated as data by t h e i n terpreter, in addition to the actual data accessed by the application, resulting in a lower miss rate overall (code usually has better locality than data). The benchmark data and benchmark bytecodes will be allocated and accessed from the data cache. Two benchmarks, compress and mpeg, exhibit signi cant method reuse and yield excellent data cache hit ratios in the interpreter mode, becausethe footprint can beentirely captured in the cache. In contrast, the JIT compiler translates the bytecodes fetched from the data cache into native code before the rst execution of the method. Therefore the subsequent invocations of the method do not access the data cache (they access the I-cache) for bytecodes. This results in a drastic reduction of total data cache references from interpreter mode to JIT mode as illustrated in Table 11 . The numberof data references in the JIT compiler case is only 20% to 80% of the reference count in the interpreter case. Of the total data cache misses in the JIT mode, 50 to 90% of misses at 64K cache size are write misses (see Figure 4 ). We later demonstrate that the majority o f these result from code installation in the translate phase ( Figure 6 ). Figure 5 illustrates the average 4 cache miss rates of SPECjvm98 workloads in comparison to the SPECint programs and several C++ programs. For both instruction and data caches, the interpreter mode exhibits better hit rates than C, C++ and the JIT mode of execution. The behavior during execution with the JIT compiler is closer to that of traditional C and C++ programs for the instruction cache. In the case of data cache, the miss rates for the JIT mode of execution are highest among the di erent w orkloads. It may be inferred that the behavior of Java applications are predominantly dependent on the execution mode rather than the object-oriented nature of the language i.e. the results depend more on whether they are run in interpreter or JIT mode rather than on the fact that they are object-oriented. This observation might have been in uenced by the fact that the SPECjvm98 benchmarks are not very object-oriented.
One noticeable fact in Table 11 is that the absolute number of misses (instruction and data) in the JIT compiler mode is higher than the numberof misses in the interpreter mode, despite the reduction in total instruction count and data cache reference count. There are two factors that can beattributed to this -code generation and installation of translated code performed by the JIT compiler. Both these operations can result in a signi cant n umberof misses, which we show by studying the behavior of these references in isolation.
cache behavior during the translation part and the rest of the JIT execution. The cache behavior of the translate portion is illustrated in Figure 6 . The translation related instruction cache misses contribute to more than 30% (except jack and mtrt) of all the instruction cache misses. The data cache misses of the translate routines do not exhibit any general trends, and are dependent o n t h e application. For mpeg, compress and db benchmarks, the data cache exhibits a better locality i n the code outside the translate routine. While compress bene ts from high spatial locality operating on sequential elements of large les, db bene ts from reuse of a small database to perform repeated data base operations. For javac, it was found that the code within and outside translate exhibit a similar cache behavior (miss rates of 5.5 and 5.3% inside and outside translate). This can be ascribed to javac being a complier and the executed code performing the same type of operations as the translate routine. The data cache misses in the translate portion of the code contribute to 40-80% of all data misses for many of the benchmarks. Among these, the data write misses dominate within the translate portion and contribute to 60% of misses during translate (see the third bar for each benchmark in Figure 6 ). Most of these write misses were observed to occur during the generation and installation of the code. Since, the generated code for the method is written to memory for the rst time, it results in compulsory misses in the D-Cache. One may expect similar compulsory misses when the bytecodes are read during translation. However, they are relatively less frequent than the write misses since 25 native (SPARC) instructions are generated per bytecode on an average 41]. An optimization to lower the penalty of write misses during code generation and installation is discussed later in Section 6. The cache behavior during the translation process for the s10 data size is given in Figure 7 . We observe that the write misses in translate still contribute to a signi cant p o r t i o n o f t h e performance penalty.
We also studied the variation in the cache locality behavior during the course of execution for di erent benchmarks in the interpreter and JIT compiler modes. The results for db can be observed in Figure 8 . The miss rates in the interpreter mode show initial spikes due to the class loading at the start of the actual execution. However, there is a fairly consistent locality f o r the rest of the code. In contrast, there are a signi cantly larger numberof spikes in the numberof misses during execution in the JIT mode. This can beattributed to the compilation part of the JIT compiler which results in signi cant n umber of write misses. A clustering of these spikes can beobserved in the JIT mode in Figure 8 . This is due to a group of methods that get translated in rapid succession. Also, we observed that for the mpeg benchmark the clustered spikes in the JIT mode are restricted to the initial phase of algorithm as there is signi cant reuse of the same methods. 
Other observations from cache studies
The cache performance of SPECjvm98 applications were studied over a wide range of cache sizes, block sizes and associativity. Figure 9 illustrates that increasing associativity produces the expected e ect of reducing misses, and the most pronounced reduction is when associativity is increased from 1 to 2. Increasing the line size also produces the usual e ect of reducing cache misses in instruction caches, however, data caches display a di erent behavior (illustrated in Figure 10 ). For interpreted code, in 6 out of the 7 benchmarks, a small data cache block size of 16 bytes is seen to have the least miss rate for the data cache. On the other hand, for execution with the JIT compiler, a block size of 32 or 64 bytes is better than 16 bytes in a majority o f the cases. The increase in data cache miss rates when the line size is increased during interpreted execution can beexplained using method locality and bytecode size information. Prior research on method locality and size distribution 41] s h o wed that 45% of all dynamically invoked methods were either 1 or 9 bytecodes long. Since average bytecode size has been shown to be 1.8 bytes 14], 45% of all methods can be expected to be less than 16 bytes long. Therefore, unless methods invoked in succession are located contiguously, increasing line sizes beyond 16 bytes (or 32 at the most) cannot capture further useful future references, explaining the data cache behavior of the interpreted code. The data cache in the JIT compiler mode is a ected by the size of the objects accessed by the applications. While mean object sizes of individual objects range from 16 to 23 bytes for the SPECjvm98 benchmarks, the commonly used character arrays range between 26 and 42 bytes 27]. Thus, line sizes of either 32 or 64 bytes provide the bestlocality for most of the benchmarks. Layout of translated code installed by the JIT compiler can have a large impact on miss be-havior. We are not aware of the details on the techniques used by Ka e or JDK to optimize code layout. Dynamically generated code layout can thus beaninteresting area for further research. 
Limits of Available Parallelism
In order to understand the instruction level parallelism issues involving the stack-oriented Java code, we investigated the limits of available parallelism in Java workloads. We also compared the ILP of the Java benchmarks to SPEC95 applications, and several C++ programs. We use dynamic dependence analysis in order to compute the limits of ILP as in previous parallelism investigations 42, 43] . First, we construct a Dynamic Dependency Graph (DDG) which is a partially ordered, directed, and acyclic graph, representing the execution of a program for a particular input. The executed operations comprise the nodes of the graph and the dependencies realized during the execution form the edges of the graph. The edges in the DDG force a speci c order on the execution of dependent operations -forming the complete DDG int o a w eak ordering of the programs required operations. A DDG, which contains only data dependencies, and thus is not constrained by any resource or control limitations, is called a dynamic data ow graph. It lacks the total order of execution found in the serial stream all that remains is the weakest partial order that will successfully perform the computations required by the algorithms used. If a machine were constructed to optimally execute the DDG, its performance would represent an upper boundon the performance attainable for the program. In our study, rst, the critical path length de ned as the height of the scheduled DDG (the absolute minimum number of steps required to evaluate the operations in the scheduled DDG) is determined. The available parallelism is computed by dividing the total number of nodes by the critical path length. Machine Level Parallelsim (MLP) is the maximum number of nodes that can actually be scheduled in a cycle given the constraints of the machine. It is analogous to the numberof functional units that can be used simultaneously. However we do not restrict the type of functional unit, i.e. they can all be adders or multipliers or a mix of di erent units. To give an upper bound on the available parallelism, an available MLP of in nity was considered but MLP of 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 were also studied for comparative purposes (See Table 12 ). The latency of all operations is set to be 1 cycle. Perfect memory disambiguation and perfect branch prediction are assumed. We consider only true dependencies (or RAW dependencies) while scheduling instructions. Hence this is the absolute limit of parallelism that can potentially beexploited from that program, with the best of renaming, etc. More details on these experiments can befound in 44]. Table 12 shows that Java code exhibits less ILP in comparison to all other workloads analyzed. The average available parallelism (in terms of the harmonic mean of the observations) of the four di erent suites of programs for di erent window sizes is summarized in Figure 11 .
With in nite MLP, the mean ILP is 125 for the SPECInt benchmarks) and 175 for the C++ programs. The mean ILP is 20 for the Java programs when interpreted and 40 when invoked through the JIT compiler. The extremely low ILP of the interpreted Java programs, even with no other control or machine constraints, can beattributed to the stack-based implementation of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The stack nature of the JVM imposes a strict ordering on the execution of the bytecodes. The JIT compiler optimizes away most of these stack accesses and converts them to register operations. Hence we see a higher ILP for the same benchmarks when executed using a J I T compiler.
Architectural Implications
We have looked at a spectrum of architectural issues that impact the performance of a JVM implementation, whether it bean interpreter or a JIT compiler. In the following discussion, we brie y summarize our observations, review what we have learned from these examinations, and comment on enhancements for the di erent runtime systems. More importantly, w e try to come up with a set of interesting issues, that are, perhaps, worth a closer look for future research.
Even though our pro ling of the JVM implementations for many of the SPECjvm98 benchmarks shows that there is a substantial amount of time spent by the JIT compiler in translation, it appears that one cannot hope to save much with a better heuristic than compiling a method on its rst invocation (10-15% saving at best with an ideal heuristic). Rather, the e ort should be expended in trying to nd a way of tolerating/ hiding the translation overhead. We also found that one cannot discount interpretation in an ad hoc manner, since it may bemore viable in a resource-constrained (memory in particular) environment.
An examination of the architectural interactions of the two runtime alternatives, has given us useful insights. It has beenperceived that Java (object-oriented programs in general) executions are likely to have substantial indirect branches, which are rather di cult to optimize. While we nd this to be the case for the interpreter, the JIT compilers seem su ciently capable of performing optimizations to reduce the frequency of such instructions. As a result, conventional two-level branch predictors would su ce for JIT mode of execution, while a predictor optimized for indirect branches (such as 36]) would beneeded for the interpreted mode. The instruction level parallelism available in interpreted mode is seen to be lower than while using a JIT compiler. The parallelism in the interpreted mode is heavily in uenced by the stack-oriented nature of the JVM ISA. This a ects the performance as one moves to wider superscalar machines. We nd that the interpreter exhibits better locality for both instructions and data, with substantial reuse of a few bytecodes. The I-cache locality bene ts from the interpreter repeatedly executing the native instructions corresponding to these bytecodes, and D-cache locality is also good since these bytecodes are treated as data. In general, the architectural implications of a Java runtime system is seen to be more dependent on the mode of execution (interpreter or JIT) rather than the object-oriented nature of Java programs. Figure 2 shows that a signi cant component of the execution time is spent in the translation to native code, speci cally for applications like db, javac and jess. A closer look at the miss behavior of the memory references of this component in Section 5 shows that this is mainly due to write misses, particularly those that occur in code generation/installation. Installing the code will require writing to the data cache, and these are counted as misses since those locations have not been accessed earlier (compulsory misses). These misses introduce two kinds of overheads. First, the data has to be fetched from memory into the D-cache before they are written into (on a write-allocate cache, which is more predominant). This is a redundant operation since the memory is initialized for the rst time. Second, the newly written instructions will then be moved (automatically on instruction fetch operations) from the D-cache to the I-cache (not just causing an extra data transfer, but also potentially double-caching). To a void some of these overheads, it would be useful to have a mechanism wherein the code can be generated directly into the I-cache. This would require support from the I-cache to accommodate a write operation (if it does not already support it), and preferably a write-back I-cache. It should also be noted that for good performance, one should becareful to locate the code for translation itself such that it does not interfere/thrash with the generated code in the I-cache. We are looking into the possibility of reusing the recently translated code in subsequent translations (so that translation can be speeded up). It was also suggested earlier in Section 5 that it may b e a w orthwhile e ort to look into issues of translated code location (perhaps using associations), to improve locality during subsequent executions. Figure 2 shows that there are applications, like compress, and jack, in which a signi cant portion of the time is spent in executing the translated code. One possible way of improving these applications, is to generate highly optimized code (spending a little more time to optimize code will not degrade the performance). Another approach is to speed up the execution of the generated code. This could involve hardware and systems software support for memory management, synchronization and class resolution/loading. We are currently in the process of isolating the time spent in these components, and their interactions.
There is a common (and interesting) trait in the compress, jack and mpeg applications, where the execution time dominates and a signi cant portion of this time is spent in certain speci c functions. For instance, compress and mpeg employ a standard set of functions to encode all the data. The benchmark jack scans the data, looking for matching patterns. If we are to optimize the execution of such functions, then we can hope for much better performance. We are currently trying to identify such commonly employed functions (for at least certain application domains), so that we can con gure hardware cores using recon gurable hardware (such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays) on-the-y (similar to how JIT dynamically opts to compile-and-execute rather than interpret).
Conclusions and future work
The design of e cient JVM implementations on diverse hardware platforms is critical to the success of Java t e c hnology. An e cient JVM implementation involves addressing issues in compilation technology, s o f t ware design and hardware-software interaction. We began this exercise with an exploration of Java workload characterizations at the bytecode level. Then we investigated how well a dynamic compiler can perform by using intelligent heuristics at runtime. The scope for such improvement is observed to belimited, and stresses the need for investigating sophisticated compilation techniques and/or architectural support features. This study has focused on understanding the in uence of hardware-software interactions of the two most common JVM implementations (interpreter and JIT-compiler), towards designing architectural support for e cient execution of Java programs. The major ndings from our research are the following:
At the bytecode level, 45 out of the 255 bytecodes constitute 90% of the dynamic bytecode stream. The excellent b ytecode locality observed for the SPECjvm98 applications and the distribution seen for the method sizes help in explaining the locality a n d cache performance observed for the JIT compiled and interpreted applications.
When Java applications are executed with a JIT compiler, selective translation using good heuristics can improve performance. However, even an oracle can improve performance by only 10-15% for the SPECjvm98 applications. Further improvement necessitates improving the quality of the translated code or architectural enhancements.
The instruction and data cache performance of Java applications are better compared to that of C/C++ applications, except in the case of data cache performance in the JIT mode.
Except using smaller block s i z e s for data caches or using branch predictors specially tailored for indirect branches, we feel that optimizing caches and branch predictors will not have a major impact on performance of interpreted Java execution.
Write misses resulting from installation of JIT compiler output has a signi cant e ect on the data cache performance in JIT mode. Certain enhancements, such as being able to write to the instruction cache, or using special bu ers could be useful during dynamic code generation.
The instruction level parallelism available in JIT mode is seen to be higher than while using an interpreter. JIT optimizations which c o n vert stack computations to register based operations, expose more parallelism which can beexploited by wide superscalar machines.
The topics that seem to hold the most promise for further investigation are new architectural mechanisms for hiding the cost of translation during JIT. Techniques for achieving this may also be used in conjunction with dynamic hardware compilation (one could visualize this as hardware translation instead of compilation that is done by a traditional JIT compiler) of Java bytecodes using recon gurable hardware. Another important direction, that has not been addressed in this paper, is on providing architectural support for compiler optimization, such as those undertaken in 45]. For example, a counter could track the number of hits associated with an entry in the branch target bu er. When the counter saturates, it can trigger the compiler to perform code inlining optimization that can replace the indirect branch instruction with the code of the invoked method. Of course, we may need some mechanism to monitor the program behavior changes to undo any optimizations that may become invalid later. It has also been observed that it would be worthwhile investigating the translated code location issues towards improving the locality during subsequent execution.
In this work, we were able to study the translation part of the JVM in isolation. Further investigation is necessary to identify the impact of the other parts of the JVM such as the garbage collector, class loader, class resolver and object allocator on the overall performance and their architectural impact. The key to an e cient Java virtual machine implementation is the synergy between well-designed software, an optimizing compiler, supportive a r c hitecture and e cient runtime libraries. This paper has looked at only a small subset of issues with respect to supportive architectural features for Java, and there are several issues that are ripe for future research.
